SUE’S BRIBES

56 Maurice Mallacoota Vic 3892

Bike Hire Agreement

0351580877

Sues Bribes and the Hirer agree as follows and in accordance with the Terms and Conditions which form this
Agreement

Rider Contact Details (Hirer)
Surname ___________________________Other Names ______________________________________
Home Address'__________________________ ______________________________P.Code. ________
Address whilst staying in Mallacoota______________________________________ _,PCode. _________
Home Phone No. ______________________________,Mobile No._______________________________
Passport Number _______________________________E-mail address'-__________________________
Drivers Licence No______________________. ,Expiry ____________ Issued at. ____________________
Period of Hire to. Depart time.___________ _________________Return Time. _____________________
Minimum Half Day (4 hrs) $15.00 _______Daily (up to 24 hr) $25.00_________Weekly$60.00_________

Hirer's please read the terms and conditions listed below by Sues Bribes Bikes and acknowledge and
agree that:
(a) I fully understand and agree that bicycle riding can be a dangerous activity, and accept injury liability if sustained from
rider error, and agree I will not ride the bicycle while in an intoxicated state with alcohol or other drugs.
(b) I authorise Sues Bribes to debit my credit card with any charges and costs arising from operating the bicycle in an unsafe
manner or from neglect causing damage to bicycle,
(c) I have checked over the bicycle and agree the brakes-tyres and tyre pressure is good, adjusted the seat to correct
operating height and agree the bicycle is in good condition,
(d) where possible I will remain on solid road surfaces and will not use bicycle for stunts, on excessive rough terrain, or on
the beach and restrict bicycle usage to daylight hours only,
(e) my driver’s licence, details of which are above recorded, is legally enforceable and current in the country of issue and
has not been revoked, cancelled or expired in any way;
(f) I will not permit any other person to ride the bicycle;
(g) I am familiar with, understand and will adhere to the road traffic rules and regulations;
(h) I will not operate the bicycle, or permit it to be operated, in breach of any legislation or By-Laws relating to road traffic;
(i) I allow Sues Bribes to hold a credit card swipe until the bicycle is returned in good order and then swipe destroyed,
(i) I understand that should the bicycle not be returned by the agreed hire period that police will be informed and possible
charges laid,
(k) I will wear the helmet provided to me by Sues Bribes during the Period of Hire whilst I am on the Bicycle and report to
Sues Bribes any impact that occurs to the helmet whilst it is in my care.
Signature of Hirer ______________________________
Date______________________

Signature of Sues Bribes___________________________
Date ___________________________

